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Chapter 3581 

That said, there was no way that Harvey York could just slap Clyde Osborne 
to death in front of everyone. 

Without a second thought, he had no choice but to control his temper. 

‘Why is it so hard to be the good guy nowadays?’ 

If he did not consider the consequences of the situation along with his bottom 
line, he would have slapped Clyde to death by then. 

Xynthia rushed up instantly after thinking that Harvey was somehow internally 
injured. 

“Are you okay, Brother-In-Law?” she asked while propping Harvey up. 

Harvey shook his head. 

“I’m fine. 

Then, he calmly walked forward while squinting at Clyde with a cold 
expression. 

“Enough talk, Clyde! 

“You won’t get anything here! 

“You’ll have to give me a statement, though! 

“If not, then don’t blame me for what happens next!” 

“Interesting.” 

At this point, Clyde could not help but chuckle after seeing Harvey talk this 
big. 



He was only here to test the waters. He wanted to make Harvey kneel. He did 
not come here to kill 

anyone. 

More importantly, Clyde was in his weakest state at this moment. Other than 
getting slapped, there was nothing Harvey could even do. 

That was why Clyde was filled with disdain when he looked at Harvey. 

Based on the fight alone, he could fight three Harveys at once if he wanted to. 

He thought he was looking at a clown in front of him, trying to make empty 
threats. 

“What happens next?” 

Clyde was filled with disdain. 

“An ant dares to challenge me? Are you really that oblivious?! 

“It did seem like you had the upper hand during the fight, but you’re probably 
internally injured, aren’t you? 

“You’re just lying to yourself, pretending to be fine like that! 

“Come! Spit the blood out of your mouth already! 

“It’s not embarrassing to lose against me anyway. 

“Don’t you worry. I won’t kill you today anyway. 

“It’s rare for someone in the younger generation to have the courage to go 
against me. 

“I’ll have no rivals to go against if I kill you now. After all, absolute power is a 
lonely curse. 

“I’ll have to keep you around a few more days to keep me from getting bored. 

“Right. I forgot to mention something to you. Besides the drugs I take, I also 
trained in Shaolin’s Golden Body! 



“Simply put, attacks of the same level do nothing to me. 

“If you want to hurt me, you’ll have to be at least two levels higher. 

“What a shame. With your abilities, you wouldn’t be able to hurt me even after 
a decade! 

“Even if you do have a chance to hurt me, I’ll kill you before you even break 
through to the next level! 

“Let’s end it here for now. When I’m done with my business, I’ll look for you 
and take the women with me!” 

Clyde coldly chuckled and walked on the carpet back to his car. 

“That b*stard!” 

Kayden Balmer and the others tried to step up after seeing Clyde’s arrogant 
look, but Harvey raised his hand, gesturing them to stop. 

It was not that he was scared. There were just too many innocent bystanders 
around the area. 

The others would have gotten involved if the fight had kept going. Harvey 
could not accept that fact. 

There were also a lot of things he needed to deal with at this moment. It would 
not be worth it at all. 

It seemed like Harvey needed to move up his schedule because of this trivial 
matter. 

Without a second thought, Harvey walked to the coffee table before pouring 
himself a cup of tea. 

Then, he glanced at Kayden. 

“We’ll start doing business tomorrow.” 
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Chapter 3582 

While Clyde Osborne was waiting to have a rematch against Harvey York 
during his peak, Jeff Bauer was quietly watching Harvey’s every single 
move… 

On the next day, early in the morning, Harvey immediately got Kayden Balmer 
to work right after waking 

Harvey did get the upper hand during his fight against Joseph Bauer, but this 
was not nearly enough. 

All the signs showed that Joseph did not give up at all. He was clearly 
planning for something big behind the scenes. 

Everything that had transpired recently seemed to be connected to him as 
well. 

Harvey decided to break Joseph’s backbone first to prevent Joseph, Clyde, 
and the others from joining forces out of desperation. 

On the one hand, he would be able to deal with his worries ahead of time. On 
the other hand, he would clarify the situation between the Bauer family and 
Longmen. 

Before Kayden even went out for long, Joseph was woken up by frantic 
footsteps while resting in his 

manor. 



“This is bad, Young Master Bauer! This is really bad!” 

Ruby Murray was completely panicking at the moment. 

“Calm down. 

“How many times do I have to tell you that we need to stay calm to achieve 
great things?” 

After knowing that Harvey had a conflict with Clyde, he seemed naturally 
calmer. 

He would be able to relieve himself from the situation he got himself into as 
long as he could hold out until the end of the month when he would get his 
capital back. 

As for Flutwell’s new district, even though Harvey had converted the entire 
place into a graveyard, with enough funds, Joseph believed that he would be 
able to make the place a hit again after a few years. 

“It’s awful, Young Master Bauer! 

Ruby took a deep breath to remain calm, but her worried look was still clearly 
showing. 

“All thirty of the Budokans under Flutwell’s business alliance are all in trouble! 

“The thousands of students we took in for a high price all passed out during 
training early in the morning! 

“Many were twitching while white foam came out of their mouths! 

“The students’ families all called the cops! Some of them even showed up and 
took control of the Budokans! 

“Someone even set one of them on fire! 

“We had security guards on sight, but there were just too many people 
causing an uproar… 

“All of our Budokans cannot function properly as of right now. 



“Part of the crowd even went for the shopping malls and office buildings under 
our name… 

“If we don’t deal with this right now, everything we’ve worked for the past few 
years will be all for nothing 

Ruby frantically wiped the sweat off her face after explaining everything in one 
go. 

She was not a businesswoman, but she knew just how dire the situation was. 

Joseph was already having headaches about Flutwell’s new district… 

He was on the verge of snapping as soon as he heard those words. 

“What?! 

Joseph stood up in anger. He could not afford to stay calm any longer. 

“How did this even happen?!” 

Flutwell was a special place. 

The entire city was filled with Budokans since everyone here was passionate 
about martial arts. 

Opening up Budokans was naturally the best way to do business here. 

Safe to say that every family other than the Torres family was involved in this 
line of business. 

Flutwell’s business alliance even made Budokan chains and invited a few 
young female martial art celebrities to be the faces of the business. With 
thousands of students under their belts, money was rolling into the alliance’s 
pocket every year. 

And to keep the students coming, Joseph did put down some easy-to-teach 
martial arts in the teaching manual so everyone would have good things to 
say about the Budokans. 

Safe to say that half of Joseph’s wealth for the past six years was because of 
this business. 
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Chapter 3583 

The chain Budokans were Joseph Bauer’s biggest trump card. 

According to his calculations, he would be swimming in money yearly as long 
as the Budokans were still 

open. 

This was why he was able to remain calm after suffering such a significant 
loss in Flutwell’s new district. 

As long as the people of Flutwell were still around and everyone was still 
passionate about martial arts, the chain Budokans would still remain. 

Joseph would still be able to remain at his peak. 

Simply put, the business would be up for the rest of his life. 

But he did not expect that every single chain Budokan was in trouble at that 
moment. How did all the students pass out inside? 

Joseph knew full well that his fees were not cheap. 

The people who came to train in the Budokans were no ordinary people. All 
the people came from middle- class families, at least. 

Those people were not a threat alone, but it would be extremely terrifying if 
thousands banded together. 

Not just him, even the entire Bauer family would stress out about this. 



Joseph took a deep breath. 

“What happened? Why did this happen in the morning? 

“Nobody called the cops immediately after someone caused trouble? 

“We can’t just let them do whatever they want!” 

For Joseph, the Budokans were his money trees. He would suffer tremendous 
losses if people were to smash the Budokans up or lose interest. 

He would lose his chance of survival! 

“The police were on the move. The Bauer family and Longmen also received 
the message… 

“But they were being extremely slow. They didn’t get a lot of people to help 
either… 

“They wouldn’t be able to do anything against the raging crowd! 

Ruby showed a gloomy look. 

“We can’t just do whatever we want either. Some b*stard decided to call on 
the reporters… 

“If we do anything to the crowd, our reputation will plummet if things escalate! 

“The best way is to get the police’s help to investigate the entire situation. 

“To be more specific, the students were completely fine this morning, but all of 
them immediately passed out during their exercise… 

“Either the breakfast was bad… 

“Or the teaching manual’s finally causing us problems… 

“If that weren’t the case, this wouldn’t have happened. 

Again, Ruby wiped the sweat off her head. 

“Young Master Bauer, it’d be easy to fix if it was just the food… 



“But I’m afraid that someone might’ve found out about the secret of our 
teaching manual… 

“If the media knows about this, the chain Budokans will be done for! Flutwell’s 
business alliance will be 

finished!” 

If their reputation were tarnished, the chain Budokans would be closed down 
forever. 

After all, there were a lot of Budokans around Fluwtell. Losing the chain 
Budokans would not even matter to anybody besides the alliance. 

“You think I don’t know that?! 

“Our teaching manual has big problems, but ordinary people wouldn’t have 
noticed that…” said Joseph with a horrible look. 

When he first made the teaching manual, he asked a few experts to put 
martial arts that were easy to 

master. 

Simply put, anyone who trained in the chain Budokans would be able to fight 
like a true expert in just a short amount of time. 

This was no doubt the reason why the Budokans’ name echoed throughout 
the entire city and the very reason why this was such a lucrative business. 

But the problem was that there was never a shortcut regarding martial arts. 
Things like this would surely cause problems sooner or later. 
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Chapter 3584 

That said, Joseph Bauer estimated that it would take at least a few decades 
before something like this would happen. 

When that happens, students foaming and crippling would absolutely have 
nothing to do with him. 

He would already have the money anyway. 

But if something terrible like this were to happen ahead of time, there would 
be dire consequences… 

His reputation would not be the only thing to worry about! 

If the government and the Martial Arts Alliance were to get involved and dig up 
the secrets of the teaching manual, he would be finished! 

Without a second thought, the calm and collected Joseph trembled before 
showing a gloomy look on his face. 

“Call the police for me. 

“No. That’s useless. Call Elder Lee through his dedicated phone…” 

Joseph wanted to handle the situation as soon as possible, but he was still too 
late. 

Every big media had already buzzed about the incident. 

The chain Budokans were in big trouble! All the students of the current 
semester were unconscious! There was a chance that they would not live 
long! 

The entire southwest region was in an uproar after hearing such news! 

After all, Joseph only recently got onto the news because of Flutwell’s new 
district… 

Nobody thought that there would be more trouble coming from him! People’s 
very lives were at stake here! 



The worse sin of a Budokan is to cripple or cause the death of one of its 
students. 

After all, people spent heaps of money just to train in those places. Even if 
they could not learn anything worthwhile, at least they could get to strengthen 
their bodies, right? 

The goal of that was naturally to add a few more years to their lifespan! 

That said, dying for that purpose was something that nobody could ever 
accept. 

Soon, countless families were uploading clips to their friends’ circle, blatantly 
insulting the Flutwell’s business alliance’s Budokans. 

Someone even blamed the teacher manual for having problems after getting 
word about it somewhere. 

Everyone was talking about it as soon as word got out! 

In just half an hour, the government of Fluwtell, the police, the sports 
department, Longmen, and the entirety of the Martial Arts Alliance were on the 
move. 

To prevent things from escalating further, those forces had already sealed off 
all of the chain Budokans as soon as they could. 

To protect the name of Flutwell’s business alliance, every single business 
under their name was closed down for the time being. 

Thousands of workers had absolutely nothing to do because of this. 

Simply put, Flutwell’s business alliance had unimaginable losses that day. 

Joseph, usually calm and collected, was so mad that he was on the verge of 
coughing up blood… 

Harvey sat inside the Martial Hall, watching the workers renovate the place 
from afar while sipping his tea. 

And right beside him was Jeff Bauer’s fifth mistress, Elanor Stanton herself. 



She occasionally brought out her phone and scrolled through the news with 
an odd look on her face. 

Harvey gave her a call, telling her and Jeff to cooperate with him the next day. 

Elanor could not figure out Harvey’s plans. She only knew he was planning to 
go against Joseph. 

She felt a little disdainful at first. After all, Jeff thought Harvey was just putting 
up a front since he had done absolutely nothing for the past few days… 

But nobody thought that Joseph would be on the verge of losing everything in 
just a single afternoon… 
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Chapter 3585 

After lightly blowing on the tea, Harvey York calmly said. “According to my 
information 

“Both the incidents with people smashing up my place and the car accident 

Even Clyde Osborne’s appearance seemed to be tied to Joseph Bauer 

Your family’s young master has been playing underhanded tricks like these 
since he was at a disadvantage What a boring man 

“But since he wants to play dirty. I’m also willing to play along. 

Harvey chuckled 

“Speaking of, how did Young Master Bauer know that Joseph’s chain 
Budokans have problems with their teaching manuals? 



“He even knows that the students will turn out that way without sufficient 
protein intake. 

“All I did was change out their homemade breakfast. I didn’t think we’d be able 
to do this much damage…” 

“Before Joseph rose to power, he was Young Master Bauer’s subordinate,” 
replied Elanor Stanton coldly. 

“Young Master Bauer knows him like the back of his palm. 

“He only didn’t touch him before because he wants to see how he’d fare 
against Harold Bauer.” 

Harvey smiled. 

“It’s a shame that Young Master Bauer’s lackey came back to bite him. 
Joseph had no intention of going against Harold after his rise. He intentionally 
remained neutral so he could keep everything to an impasse. 

“He even used Flutwell’s business alliance to pull many people to his side. 
Young Master Bauer would have difficulty touching him even if he wanted to. 

Then, Harvey sat up straight. 

“Simply put, I accomplished Young Master Bauer’s long-awaited wish. I 
wonder how he’ll thank me later…” 

Elanor showed mixed emotions on her face before she heaved a sigh. 

“Young Master Bauer said he’ll remain friends with you forever. 

“He’ll invite you to a banquet with the Bauer family when his arms are fully 
recovered. 

“You should know that there aren’t many people with that privilege.” 

“A banquet with the Bauer family? 

Harvey cracked a smile. 

“I’m thrilled.” 



Elanor nodded before changing the subject. 

“What about the unconscious students? 

“If we let all of them die, Joseph wouldn’t be able to survive through the day. 

“Why don’t we just end their suffering right now?” 

Harvey squinted before he curiously stared at Elanor. 

Mandy Zimmer told me that you’ll kill off every single prominent figure in the 
entertainment industry who Tried to sleep with you and dig up their ancestors 
just to burn them to a crisp. 

didn’t believe it at first, but now I do 

That said, I do things without remorse. I’m not as ruthless nor as stupid as 
you!” 

Elanor slightly changed her expression. 

“What do you mean by that?” 

Harvey stood up and patted Elanor’s shoulder with a smile. 

“If I really did just that, I would be able to deal with Joseph once and for all… 

“But you’ll have control of me instead. 

“When that happens, your young master will have a chance to rise again… 

“Only idiots would do something like that, right?” 

Elanor changed her expression again before forcing out a smile. 

“You’re joking, Sir York. Young Master Bauer and I would never do something 
like that!” 
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Chapter 3586 

Harvey smiled 

This has nothing to do with me 

“However, I don’t kill innocents.” 

Not just that, I’m also planning to fix these people up so they can train again 
and not turn into cripples after a decade or two” 

“It’s easy to kill, but it’s difficult to save” 

“That said, I choose to do exactly that!” 

“This is why we’re different ” 

While the chain Budokans’ incident was escalating… 

The students who graduated from them fell into a coma as well, as they 
couldn’t buy the supplements that Flutwell’s business alliance supplied. 

These people were all sent to the hospital. None of them were able to wake 
up even after a long time had passed 

Everyone in the city was already showing their doubts. This situation gave the 
Flutwell’s business alliance incredible stress. 

The solution wasn’t as simple as halting their businesses. The police and the 
Martial Arts Alliance were now investigating every instructor and worker from 
the related Budokans. 

Too many people were already involved in the situation. Even if the 
government wanted to suppress the matter from the public, nothing much 
could be done. 

Besides, the government had no intention to do such a thing in the first place. 



Simply put, Joseph was suffering a lot harder than before. 

If this continued, Flutwell’s business alliance would most likely crumble sooner 
or later, especially when they had lost a lot from the incident with Flutwell’s 
new district. 

Meanwhile, Harvey’s Martial Hall was fully renovated in the quickest time 
possible. 

Layne got out of the hospital ahead of time and returned with the other 
instructors. 

Through multiple sources, Harvey announced that the students from the chain 
Budokans were in a coma because of the teaching manuals supplied there. 
Their bodies were completely hurt because of their 

improper training. 

Even if there was no clear injury, the students would still be in big trouble 
within the next few decades if their bodies aren’t in tip-top shape. 

They would either stay in a coma forever, or be crippled for the rest of their 
lives. 

After that, Harvey told everyone that the Martial Hall would be able to deal 
with this problem. 

However, they needed to pay fourteen thousand dollars to be treated! 

The wealthy families came to the Martial Hall filled with doubt when the 
hospitals weren’t able to bring their kids back. 

They were showing fierce expressions, filled with disbelief over Harvey’s 
words 

They claimed that they would burn the Martial Hall down and not pay up if 
their kids were still 

unconscious after the treatment. 

However they met the shock of their lives. 



Harvey only tapped the students’ bodies a few times and applied some 
pressure in a few spots. Right after that, they woke up. 

After coughing out a mouthful of black blood, they were completely back to 
normal, as if nothing ever happened 

Harvey told the students to not make use of anything the chain Budokans 
taught anymore. 

If not, even God wouldn’t be able to save them. 

The students didn’t believe Harvey at first, but after making sure that they 
were fully recovered in the hospitals… 

They and their families were filled with joy. 

Soon after, word spread. 

Before a whole day could pass, dozens of victims’ families rushed over to 
Harvey. 

Harvey casually saved all of the affected students, completely shocking the 
families, the bystanders, and the media as well. 

All of a sudden, his sky high fees weren’t a problem anymore. 
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Chapter 3587 

Soon, students and their families flooded the Martial Hall like a huge tide 

Harvey had already prepared for the situation. He was determined to charge 
the students for fourteen thousand dollars, he didn’t want to pretend to be 
nice. If the farmilies didn’t have money, he would tell them to ask Flutwell’s 
business alliance for it 



At the same time he taught Layne and the other instructors the tricks he used 
to save the students of the 

chain Budokans 

Under his lead, the students were completely back to normal after coughing 
out blood 

Some of the media didn’t believe that there was someone who had the power 
to cure the students And so, they dragged the students to inspect their bodies, 
and ended up shocked. 

The students who seemed like they were dead for sure had ordinary body 
readings. The reporters were absolutely baffled 

Soon, Martial Hall and Harvey’s name echoed throughout Flutwell. 

After a series of events, many people realized that the Martial Hall was 
probably the best Budokan in Flutwell. 

If it weren’t for Harvey’s enrollment limit and fees, the door of the Martial Hall 
would’ve been constantly 

swarmed. 

That said, the fees of Harvey’s students next semester shot up tenfold 
instantly. 

There were even scalpers trying to take up spots for the enrollment. 

Harvey ignored such trivial matters, for he knew it was normal; all enrollment 
related problems were handed to Layne instead. 

On the one hand, she would have something to be in charge of. On the other 
hand, this was also a test for 

her. 

While Harvey and the Martial Hall’s name spread throughout Flutwell… 

Joseph was boiling with anger after seeing the news in the Bauer family’s 
courtyard. 



“That b*stard!” 

“That f*cking b*stard!” 

“I was wondering who it was! It was him after all!” 

Joseph’s calm attitude was thrown out the window; he instantly threw a vase 
on the table to the ground, panting furiously. 

‘I did coerce Clyde to go against Harvey, and thought of more ways to screw 
with him in secret…” 

‘But he shouldn’t be doing something like this!” 

‘He’s a good man!’ 

‘He has an award for that!’ 

‘How could he do something like this?!” 

Harvey was on the verge of destroying everything Joseph fought for for the 
past six years with just a small trick! This was simply outrageous! 

Joseph badly wanted to go to the Martial Hall so he could beat Harvey 
senseless! 

That b*stard’s just insane! 

Even though Joseph was panicking, he knew he had become the center of 
attention. Even the Bauer family needed to stay low, let alone him. 

If anything were to happen to him, the students’ families would swarm him. 

The families that asked for their money back would be a small matter, but he 
wouldn’t be able to ask for compensation even if he was beaten to death! 

Joseph had no choice but to swallow his rage and stop going against Harvey 
for the time being. 

After taking a deep breath, he calmly waited for the results of the joint 
investigation. 

“Young Master Bauer! The results are out!” 



Ruby rushed over with a horrible look. 

“According to the results, the students were malnourished, and passed out 
because of blood loss…” 

“Some people already speculated that the teaching manuals might’ve been 
the problem.” 

“If they find that out…” 

Ruby’s eyes were twitching frantically. 
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Chapter 3588 

“Didn’t I tell those bestards already”” 

“The students meals have nutritional supplements inside! They need to take 
the supplements we sell after graduation as wel 

We’ll be able to earn money endlessly that way! They’ll be safe and sound as 
well!” 

“Why did this happen?” 

Joseph’s eyes were cold, his teaching manual and supplements go hand in 
hand 

Other than making the students stronger, he could also reap their money 

Why did something like this have to happen to his near-flawless plan? 

“Did something happen to our supplements? No! Impossible!” 



This is our lifeline! Our assembly line’s extremely strict! We wouldn’t make 
anything shady in the first place!” 

That b*stard Harvey even picked the perfect time to save the students! 
There’s no way they’ll train with us ever again…” 

“This was clearly an attack!” 

Ruby frowned. 

“This all happened because the students passed out…” 

“But there’s no way the breakfast would be the problem.” 

“We added addictive drugs to the food as well. The students would feel 
horrible if they didn’t eat the food 

“The supplements too.” 

“What would be the problem, then?” 

Joseph’s expression changed. Then, he took a deep breath. 

“I get it now. It’s not because of our products!” 

“Harvey must’ve changed the ingredients of the food after buying out our 
people!” 

“The students didn’t eat their breakfast, nor did they take the supplements we 
prepared for them. After high-intensity training, they’d surely pass out!” 

“Just like that, he made it look like this was our problem!” 

“Where did this b*stard find out that there was a problem with the teaching 
manual? What about the food and supplements?!” 

Harvey’s simple move was enough to shoot Joseph in the foot. 

And Joseph couldn’t explain anything to the public. 

People were already screaming at him; if he tried to explain the situation, 
saying that the students only passed out because they weren’t eating the 
breakfast or the supplements from the Budokans… 



He would definitely be beaten to death like a rat on the streets by angry mobs! 

What should we do now? 

The fa, Tories and shopping centers under our name are all shut down! We 
won’t be able to sell the supplements right now!” Ruby exclaimed 

the graduated students aren’t able to buy more, there’ll be more casualties!” 

“We’ll be in bigger trouble if that happens!” 

“Besides, that b*stard Harvey’s a teacher now.” 

“The reputation of his Budokan will rise every time he saves someone! Our 
Budokans will lose credibility” 

Ruby’s face was awful. She felt extremely helpless. 

She was well-versed in combat, but schemes like this were exhausting for her. 

Thus, she couldn’t tell what Harvey was planning to do next. 

Joseph’s expressions kept changing constantly. Finally, he exclaimed coldly, 
“No! We can’t let this keep going! We’ll remain passive if this keeps up!” 

“Tell the sports department to do something about this!” 

“There’s no way Harvey’s Budokan is completely flawless!” 
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Chapter 3589 

 

“There’s something big going on, Young Master Bauer!” 

Right as Ruby was about to make a phone call, Ozzy rushed in with an 

excited look. 

“Look! Look at the news! Someone’s trying to kill Harvey!” 

Joseph froze. Then, he glanced at the TV. 

Ruby picked up the remote and changed the channel. 

Joseph’s face darkened immediately after. 

Hundreds of men with masks showed up. 

They were all carrying knives, metal pipes, and wooden sticks, and were 

fiercely chasing the students and their families away. 

They even said that they would burn the Martial Hall down! 

More importantly, they were all wearing clothes that belonged to Flutwell’s 

business alliance. 

They had arrogant looks on their faces as they announced that Joseph was 

their master, and that he was the true master of the Bauer family. 

Someone even kicked and smashed the things around whenever they could. 

The newly-renovated door was completely destroyed again. 

That said, not only were they not able to take down the Martial Hall, they had 

completely incited rage in the people’s hearts. 

‘This is insane!” 

‘They’re completely lawless!” 
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‘The students’ lives mean nothing to them!” 

When the beautiful yet miserable-looking Layne coughed up blood after 

getting kicked to the ground, the students’ families weren’t able to hold back 

their anger any longer. 

They all started hitting the men in masks with the benches in front of them, 

and chased the men away. 

A lot of people even swore not to buy anything from Flutwell’s business 

alliance ever again. 

The crowd was in an uproar. 

The people were completely against Flutwell’s business alliance. 

“B*stard!” 

Joseph was completely infuriated; he instantly slapped Ozzy to the ground 

before screaming furiously. ” You call this a good thing?!” 

“Talk! Who sent them?!” 

“Why would you send people to do something like this? Are you insane?!” 

“Even I wouldn’t dare do this!” 

“Don’t you know that you should report back first?!” 

Everyone looked at each other without saying a single word. 

Joseph revealed a bitter expression. 

“Do none of you understand that we’re the center of attention now?” 

“Other than proving that we’re problematic, you’ll force everyone in Flutwell to 

go against me!” 

“Talk! Who did this?!” 

“I won’t kill you if you don’t speak up right now!” 



“If I find out myself, I’ll beat you to death!” 

Joseph sent his coffee table flying with a single kick, seething with rage. 

The place was dead silent; nobody dared to say a word. 

“It really wasn’t us, Young Master Bauer!” Ruby exclaimed with a horrible look. 

“Yeah, Young Master Bauer! We’re not idiots! We wouldn’t do something like 

this right now!” 

“Right! It wasn’t us!” 

“If it wasn’t any of you and it wasn’t me, did Harvey do all this…?” 

“Is he insane?” 

“He…” 

Joseph froze before realizing something. 

‘Did he put up a show?!” 

‘That b*stard!’ 

Joseph gritted his teeth. He then tore a painting with the word “calm” written 

on it. 

“You manipulative f*ck!” 

“I’ll f*cking kill you!” 
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Chapter 3590 



“Sir York really knows how to torture someone’s heart…” 

The next day, after Joseph had exploded in anger because of the incident, 
Jeff was squinting at the TV on the wall while his arms were covered in 
bandages. 

The person attentively massaging his legs was none other than the fifth 
mistress, Elanor. 

She was wearing a traditional gown, but the curve of her body was showing 
slightly because of the thin silk around her chest and waist. 

A few doctors couldn’t help taking a few admiring glances, but they were 
quickly scared off by Jeff. 

“This was definitely Harvey’s doing.” 

Elanor flashed hima beautiful smile. 

“Because of our alliance with Harvey, Joseph and Flutwell’s business alliance 
are at the center of attention.” 

“With Joseph’s smarts, he knows he should be very discreet about things.” 

“He’d have a death wish if he’s still planning to go against Harvey.” 

“That said, those who were arrested confessed that they were from Flutwell’s 
business alliance after being interrogated!” 

“What a way to hurt someone’s reputation!” 

“If these people admitted that they were Joseph’s men in the beginning, the 
police would probably doubt them…” 

“But confessions after the interrogations make their words more believable!” 

“I didn’t think that Harvey would be this good at playing tricks like these!” 

Elanor sighed. 

“I really hope Harvey will be our ally for as long as possible.” 

“Joseph’s insane to fan the flames behind Clyde like that! That was why 
Harvey decided to pick up the pace!” 

Elanor’s lips curved into an attractive smirk. 

She had kept Harvey’s check somewhere safe, so she felt that she should be 
saying good things about him. 

Other than the money, Elanor couldn’t tell exactly how terrified of Harvey she 
was. 



“What a shameless man!” 

The seventh mistress who had always been fighting against Elanor for Jeff’s 
love, Audrey Lopez, pouted her exquisite little mouth. 

“He should be following the rules of Flutwell!” she exclaimed while feeding Jeff 
a piece of sliced apple. 

“Power is everything! Just kill whoever you don’t like!” 

“That’s what a man should be like!” 

“Harvey’s completely embarrassing all men for doing something like this!” 

“Flutwell’s rules are changing because of him!” 

“People like that are no good!” 

“Even if Joseph crossed him-even if Joseph did go to the extremes just to deal 
with him…” 

“He shouldn’t just do something like this! There’s always a bottom line!” 

“No matter what, he’s Young Master Bauer’s ally. He can’t just have the same 
standard as the despicable b*stard Joseph!” 

“What an arrogant fool! It seemed he won, but he has completely shamed you 
in the process, Young Master Bauer!” 
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